Power for your market entry

From Asia to Europe

Anyone who focuses on the import of goods knows that
customs processing with subsequent storage and handling
capabilities are the key to success.
But great expertise is also in demand for the export of goods.
Lagerhaus Harburg Spedition GmbH has been a recognised
specialist in this sector for more than 30 years. Here, the immediate proximity to the Hamburg overseas harbour is more than
a duty for us. Our AEO approval provides you with the security
required for your import/export business.

Bringing your
goods to EUROPE

FACTS
70,000 m2 storage space

Lagerhaus Harburg Spedition GmbH

Authorised economic operator (AEO)

Lauenbrucher Deich 12

Use of the latest transport technologies

21079 Hamburg / Germany

Warehousing and value added services

Tel. +49 (40) 766 171 - 0

EDP-assisted storage

Fax +49 (40) 766 171 - 22

Certified warehouse for hazardous materials

zentrale@lagerhaus-harburg.de

and fireworks

www.lagerhaus-harburg.de
Member of PALETTEN-SERVICE Hamburg Group

Your specialist for warehousing

Hub for Europe

and distribution
As a logistics company in the port of Hamburg we can do the

Hamburg is the hub for the flow of

following for you:

trade and transport in Nothern
Europe. In addition we have genera-

I mport- and export coordination

tions of experience in the handling

C
 ustoms clearance and bonded warehouse

of goods and the associated services.

Trucking of containers from the sea terminals

Excellent transport links and the latest

Unloading of containers

intermodal logistics guarantee an

Storage & warehousing

effective transport sector in Hamburg.

P
 icking & assembling

We thus fulfil precisely the requirements that you expect of your

The port of Hamburg is Europe's

E uropean distribution (Groupage, FTL, LTL, FCL, LCL,

logistics service provider. Modern and IT-supported

third-largest container port.

Parcel-Service)

storage systems as well as continually trained qualified personnel secure logistic processes and care for a high quality

We are also certified for the handling of foodstuffs, food additi-

standard. Not only importers appreciate flexibility and

ves and animal feed (bio produce).

expertise also international forwarding companies confide in a
team of motivated specialists.

